
Friday, October 25, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Saturday, October 26, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

9:00 am—Quilt Show and Basket Raffle* Open
12 noon—Lecture “A Quarter Century of  Quilts”  

  

3:00 pm—Lecture “Threads of  Time”
 

6:30 pm—Lecture “Masterpiece Quilts from the DAR Museum Collection”
 

  

7:45 pm—Friday Basket Raffle* Drawings
8:00 pm—Quilt Show Closes

  9:00 am—Quilt Show and Basket Raffle* Open
11:00 am—Lecture “A Pattern Is Just a Suggestion”

  

  2:00 pm—Lecture “Parallel Lines—Exploiting the Powerful Potential 
of  Stripes”  

  

  4:00 pm—Saturday Basket Raffle* Drawings
  4:05 pm—Raffle Quilt Drawing
  5:00 pm—Quilt Show Closes  

*Basket Raffle proceeds benefit Global Friends. 

Quilt Show Schedule

Show judge Maribeth Schmit presents a Trunk Show featuring nearly 40 quilts and 
quilt tops made over the years, exhibiting a wide variety of  techniques ranging from 
traditional, hand and/or machine appliqué to pieced and more contemporary fiber art 
themes. Here’s your opportunity to view many blue ribbon and Best of  Show quilts.

Presented by

Raffle Quilt proceeds benefit Altru Hospice.

Colleen Carlson’s mother frequently said, “a pattern is just a suggestion.” Come and 
see Colleen’s adjustments to patterns and to pictures. Small steps to large leaps are 
shown with slides and quilts. Soak up inspiration to make your own design choices.

Sharyn Resvick’s series of  small quilts represent many styles from over two centuries 
of  quiltmaking, each with a story to tell: from the first medallion quilts of  the early 
1800s to the Depression era quilts of  the early 1900s to the sampler quilts seen after 
the second quilt revival of  the 1970s to today’s modern quilts.

Maribeth Schmit is Correspondent Docent for Daughters of  the American Revolution 
Museum (DAR) in Washington, DC. This digital presentation highlights quilts in the 
collection covering 1750–1940. Because DAR is a genealogical-based organization, 
the quilts are accompanied by histories and provenance. The fabrics reflect the taste, 
style and often the wealth of  the women artists. A brief  show-and-tell will follow. 

Pamela Goecke Dinndorf  will share her latest quilts which are a tribute to the striped 
fabrics she can’t get enough of.  Stripes are full of  potential to demand attention, 
portraying movement, organizing layouts, and creating lifelong fans. The lecture 
shows examples of  quilts with successful use of  stripes and addresses cutting of  
stripes and locating enough striped fabrics in the current quilt market.

Quilting on the Red
Admission: $8.00/day, $12.00/2-day pass; Children 12 and under free

Lectures: $12.00 + admission
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